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New Malta office for Prestige Capital Management
Prestige Capital Management Limited (PCM) has expanded its presence in Malta with a move
to a larger office complex based in Naxxar, on the north side of the island. PCM opened its
original office in Malta in 2011. The company currently provides a central investment
management, risk management and accounting function for a Malta based SICAV and also
provides various non-regulated administration based services to affiliated Prestige companies.
Having recently been granted an AIFMD (Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive)
licence by the Maltese regulator, the Maltese Financial Services Authority (MFSA), PCM has
embarked on an expansion plan and is in discussion with several groups about joint venture
fund related projects. The additional office space will allow PCM to support the increased head
count larger operations in Malta will require.
Iain Fulton, COO of Prestige Capital Management Limited (Malta), commented: “We are very
pleased with the move to a larger dedicated office complex in Naxxar and believe this will give
us a plenty of room to grow over the next few years. We have a number of plans for our
expansion in Malta some of which were constrained by the lack of space at our old location in
Ta' Xbiex Marina. We expect the team may grow further before the end of the year.”
Craig Reeves, Founder of PCM, added: “We are already seeing some benefits from our recent
office move and I believe the decision to expand the operations of PCM, which required us to
move, was the right decision and gives us a lot of optionality for future additional growth. Malta
continues to provide us with a valuable, regulated hub within the European Union for our
growing business, and we’re looking forward to adding to our Malta headcount.”

END

ABOUT PRESTIGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED (PCM):
Established in 2011, PCM is a Malta-based investment management company. The company
specialises in international alternative investments and is responsible for the EU regulated
management and operation of Malta and Luxembourg-domiciled (SICAV) Funds and currently
provides a central investment management, risk management and accounting function and
also provides various non-regulated administration based services to affiliated Prestige
companies. The PCM team is able to draw upon a wealth of research and background due
diligence capabilities in both extensive quantitative and qualitative fields. Members of the
team, its Board Advisors and Affiliates have served on numerous boards of financial
institutions, international funds, asset management companies and wealth management
groups. The company is entirely privately owned by its senior management.
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